
Instructions
To begin, you need to make the glue that will stick your 
marshmallows together by combining icing sugar and water. Use 
a little bit of this mixture to stick three large marshmallows on top 
of each other. Next, add the arms – either by gently poking short 
pretzel sticks into either side of the middle marshmallow, or using 
more icing-sugar glue to stick two smaller marshmallow arms on 
instead. Use the squeezy tubes of coloured icing to give your 
snowmen faces – you could use black for the eyes, mouth and 
coal buttons, orange for a nose and pink for rosy cheeks. Once 
everything has dried, either draw a scarf on with red icing or wrap a 
piece of strawberry lace around the neck of your snowman (where the 
marshmallows are stuck together) and tie in a knot or a bow. 

Make snowman snacks
What you need 
l Icing sugar
l Large marshmallows
l Pretzel sticks or mini   

marshmallows
l Squeezable icing 

tubes
l Strawberry laces 

Instructions
1. Draw a 20cm x 30cm rectangle on three large sheets of baking 
parchment. Flip them over so the ink is on the underside. Put them 
to one side.
2. Place the butter, granulated sugar and icing sugar in a large bowl, 
and mix with a whisk until light and fluffy. Beat in the egg and flour, 
then separate the dough evenly between three bowls. 
3. Add red food colouring to one bowl, green food colouring to 
another, and leave one plain. Mix each bowl separately with a  
clean spoon. 
4. Spoon the red mixture onto one of the parchment sheets, green 
onto another, and the plain onto the final sheet – shape the dough to 
roughly fill the rectangles you have drawn.
5. Pile the sheets one on top of the other, and place another 
parchment sheet on top. Gently roll out, then put the pile in the fridge 
for 15 minutes. 
6. Take out from the fridge, remove the top parchment and lay the 
sheets side by side. Lift the green sheet and flip it, so the dough is 
facing downwards, onto the red. Remove the top parchment. Lift the 
plain sheet and flip the dough onto the red dough. Remove  
the parchment. 
7. Roll the dough into a sausage shape. Cover and put in the freezer 
for an hour. 
8. Cut and grease three new pieces of parchment to line the baking 
trays. Retrieve the dough sausage and cut into 24 slices 1cm thick. 
9. Line up the sticks on the baking sheets and press the slices onto 
the ends. 

Bake candy cane biscuits
What you need 
l   200g unsalted butter, 

plus extra to grease 
l  200g granulated 

sugar 
l 50g icing sugar 
l 1 egg 
l 300g plain flour 
l  A few drops of red 

food colouring 
l  A few drops of green 

food colouring 
l Ruler
l Pen/pencil
l Baking parchment
l  One large bowl
l  Whisk  

(ideally electric) 
l  Three bowls
l  Three spoons
l  Rolling pin 
l  Three baking trays
l  24 lollipop sticks

10. Bake for 20 minutes, leave for one minute, then place on a 
wire rack to cool. Then enjoy! 


